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From Boat to Beach
Using drift cards to improve knowledge of ocean 
currents, areas at risk and oil spill trajectories
Rosenberger, A., Woodsworth, A., Dixon, R.
Raincoast: Who we are.
Raincoast is a team of conservationists and scientists empowered 
by our research to protect the lands, waters and wildlife of 
coastal British Columbia.
Investigate
We investigate to understand
coastal species and processes.
Inform
We inform by bringing 
science to
decision makers and 
communities.
Overexploitation?
Inspire
We inspire action to 
protect wildlife
and their wilderness 
habitats.
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Highlight areas at risk from oil 
spills.
What are Drift Cards?

Drift Cards Drops – 3 Sets
October 2013
1644 cards at
9 locations
February 2014
March 2014
March 2014
Why so many drops?
Seasonality?
Tidal Cycles?
Weather patterns?
Drift Card Drops – All recoveries
Drift Card Drops – Recoveries from fall 2013
Drift Card Drops – Recoveries from February 2014
About 50 cards 
recovered on 
Henry Island
Orange markers 
were oranges.
Just in time for 
the Salish Sea 
Ecosystem 
Conference!
3 cards recovered 
in 24 hours on 
Bainbridge Island
Drop point was 
Rosario St.
X
Drift Card Drops – Recoveries from March 2014
• Most drops around 35%
• Outliers:
• Point Grey - 63%
• Kelp Reef < 10%
• Oranges?
• Majority recovered in 
< 1 month
• Blips in recoveries?
• Tidal related?
• Weather related?
Number of Cards Recovered
What do ocean currents look like?
So how do cards move?
Follow currents
Affected by wind and waves
Behave in a similar way as oil
Number of cards recovered
Number of cards from unique drop locations
Number of cards from unique drop locations
Combined drop events and card recoveries
What will a spill from Turn Pt. look like?
Haro Strait Spill Scenarios
Haro Strait Spill Scenarios
Modelling ends after 15 days
Cards keep going…
Mid-December
2 months after
launch
and going…
Mid-January
Early February
Mid-December
Exxon Valdez oil spill – after 56 days
Exxon Valdez
grounding site
Exxon Valdez oil spill – after 56 days
About 800km in about 2 months.
1988 Nestucca Barge Oil Spill
Oil net speed approximately 22km/day
How far is the north 
tip of Haida Gwaii?
~ 1,000 km
Found Feb. 5th and 
Feb. 19th
~ 100 days
Card Net Speed is 
~ 10 km/day
Turn Pt. spill scenario – a different story
Turn Pt. spill scenario – after 48 hours
50%
90%
Turn Pt. spill – after 48 hours with cards
Study
• Recovery rates were great.
• Cards travelled quickly, and far.
• Reporting was excellent through the website.
Spatial Analysis
• Many locations impacted from multiple drops.
• Many locations received many cards.
Significant Trans-boundary Impacts
Further analysis needed – modeling currents?
More drops needed – summer 2014.
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